
THE SPARKLE BOX



Sweet Theatre founder, Sally, has collaborated with her
husband, Ronnie Wood of the Rolling Stones, to release
this limited edition range of chocolate wrapped in
Ronnie's beautiful artwork. 

You'll receive either Salted Caramel, White or Orange
chocolate in your Sparkle Box.

One of Katie Loxton's most iconic products is their 'Perfect
Pouch' (as featured in one of our Luxe boxes many moons
ago!). They've tweaked their original design to create these
beautiful structured pouches, offering more space inside and
with more of a clutch bag style. For our Sparkle Box we've
chosen the silver pouch with the mantra 'Be the Sparkle',
finished with gold details. 

As per the message on one of your gifts this month, this box is your reminder to 'Be the Sparkle'!
No matter what life throws at us, it's important to keep hold of that inner light and let your
brilliance shine through. The Sparkle Box includes a chic silver pouch by Katie Loxton, perfect for
when those nights on the town start up again. Your beauty gift this month comes from Figs &
Rouge. We've chosen their Renew & Refine Pore Detox Serum to give your skin some radiance
and luminosity. Finally, we have some very special chocolate from Sweet Theatre, wrapped in the
most beautiful artwork by Ronnie Wood. Go forth and sparkle! 

THE SPARKLE BOX

Katie Loxton Structured Pouch 

Sweet Theatre x Ronnie Wood Chocolate

Figs & Rouge Renew & Refine Pore Detox Serum

A complexion refining and resurfacing serum, Figs & Rouge's
Renew & Refine Pore Detox Serum will leave your skin feeling
refreshed, smooth and luminous. This lightweight serum
targets minor imperfections and purifies and minimises
pores while encouraging collagen synthesis and cellular
renewal.

Apply the serum after cleansing both morning and evening
both as a base for your make up and to encourage
detoxification overnight.


